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§ 1. INTRODUCTION 

1. In working out complex communication and 
control systems with several input information 
flows, a question naturally arises on the 
priority rule, i.e. the order in which calls 
are serviced. In studying the models of appro
pr~at7 que~ei~g ~peration, the following 
pr10r1ty d1sc1pl1nes are used: first-come-first
-served, non-pre.emptive priority and different 
preemptive priorities. A number of works deal 
with investigation of the influence of these 
service disciplines on the quality of one
channel and multichannel systems at various 
analytical limitations, on the queue length 
on the structure of input flows and on the ' 
service-time distribution function (Cobham,A.(4]; 
Kesten, H. and Runnenberg, J. [10]; Miller,R.G. 
0.2]; Jaiswal, N.K.(9]; Gaver, D.P.(SJ; 

Chang, W. (3]; Basharin, G. P. [2]; Klimov, G. P. (1~, 
and others). 

2. All the above works assume that the priority 
class of a call is determined by an out-of-the
system mechanism and served irrespective of 
the specificity or state of the service device. 
However, there are many applications in which 
the selection dis~ipline is more anatural con
sequence of the service specificity than of the 
service urgency. Thus, in many cases and, par
ticularly, in industry, the reswitching of 
service from one class of calls to another 
very often leads to additional losses (or re~ 
tuning), and, besides, frequent reswitching 
may ha~e a negative influence on the reliability 
of var10US systems. For example, often reswitch
ing of an operator from one type of information 
to another leads to many errors in the informa
tion being transmitted ~4]. In such cases, none 
of the above disciplines can be used, as they 
allow frequent reswitchings. 

3. There are very few works investigating in 
qetail the disciplines that take into account 
the specificity of service devices. We may name 
only an article by B. Avi-Itzhak, W.L.Maxwell, 
and L.W.Miller, 1965 ~] and the work by 
L. Takacs [13], published three years later. 
The authors (1] considered a one-channel 
system with two Poisson input flows, an ab
solutely reliable device and service discipline 
which they called alternating priority, the 
essence of which is as follows: if call i 
(i = 1,2) arrives at a moment when call 
j (j ~ i) is being served, it will be served 
only after all the calls j, as well as calls 
i that arrived earlier, are served. Out of all 
known disciplines that do not permit the device 
to idle if calls are waiting, the alternating 
priority requires the least number of reswitch
ing. Basing on the assumption that service-time 
distribution functions for both types of calls 
can be differentiated, the authors [1] deter
mined the .main characteristics of the system 
operation. 

L.Takacs [13] investigated the same system by 
Kendall method and obtained similar characte
ristics at arbitrary service-time distribution 
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laws. It is evident that the case with two input 
flows is rather degenerated both theoretically 
and practically, if this discipline is used. One 
of the authors (7] studied the system with a l 
ternating priorities and arbitrary number of 
f~ows n. ~ome of.the results concerning systems 
w1th cyc11c serV1ce are presented in [5] . 

4. The present report proposes and analyses a one
server system with generalized non-preemptive 
priorities, taking into account probable unrelia
bility of a serve device. (The pracrical signifi
:ance of studying service systems with several 
1nput flows and a ."unreliable" device is obvious, 
though, as far as we know, there are very few 
~orks on this subject). The content of the report 
1S as follows. § 2 presents the mathematical de
finition of the study, introduces necessary 
notations and points out the general approach to 
the solution. § 3 offers functional equations 
describing the system's operation and determines 
the main service characteristics. The results of 
the theoretical study of §§ 2-3 are used in § 4 
to numerically analyse the functioning of one 
system transmitting data of a numerical complex 
in which processing of input data leads to the 
formation of several information flows to be 
transmitted along one channel. 

Due to the lack of space, the report will be 
presented in an abstracted form. 

§ 2. PROBLEM NOTATIONS. SOLUTION. 

Let us consider a one-server system at which n 
independent stationary non-ordinary Poisson call 
f~ows ~1' U2 , .:. ,.Un arrive with arbitrary ser
V1ce-t1me d1str1but1ons. As to the serve device, 
the following assumptions are ~ade. If at moment 
T the device started servicing a call of the 
ith flow and the service time is ~ t, then the pro
bability of the device failing in the ~nterval 
(T, T + t) is C.(t), i = r:n . After that the 
device is renew~d, the renewal time is an arbit
rary value with distribution function D(t). The 
interrupted call of the ith flow is served to the 
end. If at some moment the device becomes 
free and for time t no calls arrive, the pro
bability of the device failing in the interval 
('t, 't+ t) is E(t). The renewal time is an arbit
rary value with distribution function F(t). 

The selection of calls to be served is determined 
by the generalized non-preemptive priority dis
cipline which assumes the input flows to be 
divided into two classes: the first one includes 
U1 , U2 , ••• , Ul , and the second Ul +1 , ••. , Un 
flows, where I is an integer, 1 $ 1 So n. The 
calls of the first class have non-preemptive 
priority over those of the second class •. Among 
the first-cl~ss calls the alternating priority 
is observed Ll,7,13], while ordinary non-preemp
tive priority is the law for the second-class 
calls. 

For the sake of convenience, the discipline of 
non-preemptive priority is denoted as f1' alte~
nating priority f3 and generalized non-preempt1ve 



priorities f 31 (1). The name of discipline f
31

(1) 

justifies itself, since it is obvious that f 
f 31 (1=1) = fl and f 31 (1=n) = f

3
. 

The notations are as follows: 

Ai - the intensity of "calling moments" of the 

i th f low, i = G; A = ~ A . 
i=l 1 

Vi - the number of calls in an arbitrary "calling 

moment" of t h e ith flow. 

~i(Z)=MZ~i - the generating function of the 
number of calls of the ith flow 

at a "calling moment", i = 1,n (M is 
mathematical expectation). 

- the service-time distribution func
tion for a call of the ith flow; 

A' = [trdB.(t), i = G;r~l; 
J-1r 00 1 

. ~ J -st 8 . (s) = e dB.(t), Res>O. 
J~ 1 D 1 

the probability that the mth 
call (the calls are numbered 
in the order of their ser
vicing) is a call of flow Ui 
and on leaving the device, 
having been served, leaves 
queue k = (k1 , ... , kn ) , rrt.~t 

kj~O, j = r:n, in the system. 

Wim(t) (Vim(t» - the distribution function 
of waiting-time for the 

mth call, if it is a ~all 
of the ith flow, i = 1,n. 

e.~' ... JX,..)= L ·· ·L Ft",(Ic,r"Ic~)X1~1 .. x~k", 
4~o 1c1&~0 IXd~1j i=tn-

""" 4 

e(~J''''x,J= E!tm(x'J"'.X,J ; rn ~ 1. (2.1) 
l:al 

The investigation method used to solve the 
problem is based on the construction of the 
Markoff imbedded chain, with the use of 
introducing an additional event, and the ana
lysis of appropriate functional equations. The 
method of introducing an additional event is 
described for the first time in the works 
by Kesten and Runnenberg [10] and Dantzig.,[S] 
it is better described by G.P. Klimov ~~. 
The advantage of this method is that it as
signs a simple probability sense to the 
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, generating func
tion, etc., which very often occur in the 
queueing theory. In order to construct the 
imbedded Markoff chain describing our system's 
operation, the problem is simplified and 
reduced, similarly to [11], to the same problem 
for a system that does not fail when occupied. 
For this purpose, H.(t), the arrival time 
distribution functi5n for a call of the ith 
priority, i = r:n, is introduced. If Pki(t) is 

the probability that ¥gring time t, needed to 
serve a call of the i flow, the device 
fails k times, and 

P(~t)=! ~ke(t) i=~~; 11/~J. 
~ 1:0 } (2.2) 

then oo..st . _ 
h.{$)=Je t;(S(S))t)riBi,(tj, l=I'~J (2.3) 

t.. () 

where 
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Relation (2.3) is proved in the same way as 
in 11 ,From (2.3) it follows that when ' 
Ci (t) = 1 - e-cit , t ~ 0, i = r-;n, 

(2.4 ) 

§ 3. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS. THE MAIN THEOREM 

Functional equations describing the operation 
of the system under consideration in the tran
sitional condition take the form: 

xJI ... ~X)=rto/iOi1c)-Ij".(o'X)] t [fl".(X)

-Pun(xqX)] r r:[~",(oi1q.x.)-?m(O~~X)] t 
J:::Ltl 

+ fpj.,(O'1) -fj", (O"x)] r r;(x;, .. , x,.y'i}, (0") })( 
j=tfo/ 

X h~(A-~ CP) ) i =: 1, l J m~1. J IXjI tf1. (S.la) 

[) ( ) fA. i-1 n i -. .J 2 • 
(Xi.Ii",., X =~ P",/o X)-r",(O x) +- r;rx'r".xn)F:.rO/J)( 

X h,j,{A-A'P)) i=~; m~1 (3.1;) 

F!,"(/~ rj= P. ... (1')cJ,:." (AeAi P/x,»hJAi-).. <fPi~ 
(3.2) 

1rt",(S) =lAJi,m($)hi(S) Res >0 (3.3) 

where1/: (s):::Ie:stJl(,,(t) ) W~",(s)=restJW~"'(t) 
"'" 0 0 

In (3.1)-(3.3) the following notations 
are used: 

oc=(X .. , ... , Xn,.) ., (1lx) = (U) ... , ~ jX'M)' .. J X,..) 
(X'U~) =(X1.1·'4Xn-~) 1.{""jU) ~ (u~xvJ) ~(t(j' ''J~~~~j' . . ;r~j) 
v,"'jV); (X'lIix.) -=(;r1/ ... )X~-,)1t;Xi11r"JX",) • 

(..f~u.rx:) =(U,"·AU • Xii-4J···, XJ~)UI Xi"'!}' ", XII.) 
~ ) j -:. {)~ 

Here, n-dimensional vectors are considered. 
Functions fi(x""" x ), i = 1,n, are 
given by: 1 1 n 

(If, )- J- erA) Q. P(x.) +-
1,:(XL:" ,)Xn - 1-e(A)VJpl) yi it" t. 

i- i e~~A)t<p(A-[ACP]i.)-<P(A--[~ ~i+1)} 
-erA (3.4 : 

• 



• 

• 

• 

where '" 

[ACPJ
K
= tAj9?(~); A CP==[~CP~ ; k=~n., 

J=1c J [ACPJ == 0 
t\+t 

Let us explain the probability sense o f func
tion fi (xi' .. . , xn) wh en 0 ~xi ~ 1. Let 

each call be either " r e d " or "blue" , an arbit
rary call is considered "red" with probability 
x., if it is a call of the ith priority irres
p~ctive of the colour of other calls. Then, 
!i(xi' ... , xn) is the probability that , if 
af~er a call has been served the system is 
free, the next call to be served is a call of 
the i t h priority, and all the calls that ar
rived in the system before this call had been 
served are "red'! The proof of relation (3.4) 
is omitted. The detailed procedure of introduc
ing an additional event when deriving equations 
(3.1) - (3.3) is given in [7, llJ • 

The main results of the present work are pre
sented by the following theorem. 

Theorem 

a) Pim (x1 , ... , x n ), Wim(t), Vim(t) for 

\x·1 ~ 1, i = G m ~1 may be determined by re
~u~rent~ormulae (3.1)-(3.3), where func-
tions I i (xi' ... , xn) are given by (3.4); 

h/S) -:=jJ.st/7(dr.!¥,t)dBi.(t) (3.5) 

00 0 ClOt} 
r-Sp,('Y:t)dt=.L. I-Oi{s) . a-:./s)=}eS a.C·(t) '/~t:;l 
~ e ,(.c) S I-Z'((8)) Lt' 0 t.) 

b) hies) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform 

from distribution function H.(t) of the time 
interval covering the beginning and end of the 
servicing of a call of the ith flow. 00 

c) if .p = ~ X.MMh. <: 1 and Y:=JtrlF(t)<~ L L ,,,1 0 

then '-1 
~e~"·jx,.)=F!FrI"'iXIL); lune('J:,'~J3:,)=PR;.~)<J· 6) 

~ M_~ 

=Ef?(x:",,,~) ,, limwim(t)=k{(t); &m "k-:,(t)=l{(t)J i~1t 
"-J "'-00 

d) Pk(xk , ..• , xn) for all IXj/ ~1, j = 1,;, 
is given by 

't!{x..:"~h.~~)~b)k.0-XPJ, 1c~1, l 
e~) .. 'JX,,) = ( 3 • 7 ) 

y!:{XIC)" .. /cn)htc(Jl-A Cf) . le =trl)fZ., 

e) functions W.(t) and Vi(t) are distribution 
functions aeduced from 

(3.8) 

F[(fi.-~ (I-j =F[(,(, )'(.J;,(),rA{I((xJJhi ()., -Ai <f?{XJ) 

tJ;(s) = ~,;($)hi,(S)) (3.9) 
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Here,~cJ (xk ' ... , x ) is the only analy.tica l ICK n ... .... 
solution, in the region ~ \Rec:p j (x j ) ~~Aj , 
of the func~onal equation 

cl~= t)../fl{hi(A-J.~-D~q:;~)} 
(3.12) 

4.21 k-l 

at which /clkl< LA i ~ ~=JiilA-Aj,-J.Ic-[ACPJi).9t(li») 
i=l 

IV 

:t1C=~{E~d1-~(X~))}) i=1c,/1, ~ k=1;YL 
c.=1 
L.k 

n, A (1-P)(I-e(/J.)VJ(A)) (3. 13 ) 

R(ln
) =Mv./~~M~· ; p(d')= 1-e(A)+A 'f,e(A) -jtfJ.N~ 

9ri (S) is the only solution of the functional 

equation 

(3.14) 

analytical in the semiplane Res> 0, in which 
ITJi(s)1 < 1. Relations (3.7)-(3.14) contain 

the needed information and allow to find the dis
tribution moments. In the case of ordinary flows 

fPi (z) = z, i = 1,n) the first two moments of 

the waiting time are found. The mean waiting time 
has this comparatively simple formula: 

_{AJtIC1;2(~-IIC:) + A~IC/2).!(4-91() , k-~,e (3.15) 

WlCi - Mn. le A 'P"(I-R,,,)e(1l.) I /c.lI-f,n 
2(1-ilN)@-RIC) 2(1-R~y!-~(f-e(A)+A'P,e(A») 

~~ s ~ ~ 
J:.=A,)ta) R$:: X;Pi ; Ms =~tllt,;~; hk't= (I t "rlHitJ; ~ = [t rJF(t) I '!~ 1 

Values ,/" = 7fY1c(xIC/fl-j/OX:{ _1 Ic=~ are given 
... Xk.-.l.) ) 

by recurrent formula 

(3.16) 

) i-Ic ... ~ t 



The result [1,]~3] is obtained from (3.15), if 
n = 2, 1 = 2 and the device is absolutely reli
able. 

§ 4. APPLICATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The above queueing model with generalized non
preemptive priorities was used to study a one
channel system transmitting data from periphery 
to the computing centre. Each transmission point 
generates three Poisson flows of different urgen
cy (n = 3). Technologically, all the arriving 
calls are devided into urgent (1st priority), 
operative (2nd priority) and non-urgent 
(3rd priortiy). The influence of various trans
mission modes, i.e.the service discipline and 
reliability parameters of data transmitting 
apparatuses, on the waiting time in the system 
periphery was studied. 

Apart from the non-preemptive priority discipli
ne f1' it is expedient to analyse the characte
rist1cs of a system with alternating priorities 
f3' because this discipline simplifies the se
lection and transmission of information and mi
nimizes the time of sorting out and preliminary 
processing of data in the central computer due 
to grouping of monotype messages of the arriv
ing information. But in case of discipline f3 
it may turn out that the time of delay of ur
gent messages is greater than the given value. 
This may occur, for instance, in case of a 
great intensity of a flow of non-urgent data due 
to the appearance of long cycles of non-urgent 
data transmission. Then it is possible to obtain 
satisfactory results as to the time of data de
lay, US~ l_l g the generalized non-preempti ve prio
rity di~ipline f 31 (1). Besides,by comparing 
the mean delay time W of data from the overall 
flow 

(4.1) 

and accounting for the above quantitative aspects, 
the optimal service discipline is selected in 
data transmission systems. 

The analysis of characteristics of delay time 
of each flow was made in a data transmission 
system with the following ratio of priority mes
sages Pl' ... ,p in the overall flow: Pl=42%; 
P2=40%; and P3=18~. Since the intensity of the 
overall flow A has its value for each peri
pheral point, the calculation of the delay time 
characteristics depended on the total traffic 

f = A. f>.H of- ~2.j21 t- A3J3i 
where ,XI( :A~ J k =- Ln, 

(4.2) 

J6kl is the mean time of transID)ssion of 

d f k th .. A ata 0 the pr1or1ty {~11 2.0 min, 

121 = 1. 5 min, }31 = 3.5 min). 

In calculations, the time distribution of the 
transmission of items from each flow was assumed 
exponential. No results obtained under diffe
rent time distributions are given. 

Fig.4.1 shows the dependence of the mean value 
and coefficient of the delay time variation for 
items of the kth priority on the total traffic 
of system p in case of the non-preemptive prio
rity discipline. The changes of variation Vk coefficients are g iven only for items of the 
1st priority, since for other f lows the dif-
ferences are insignificant. The characteristics 
under study are dash lined, the reliability of 
data transmission apparatus and connection 
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LJ'(f 
(min) Vi 

~1-6--~--~----~------~--~~~---'~ 

fO 5 

8 It 

6 3 

-4 2 

O~~--~----~----~----~---· ~I.,~OP 
0,2 0,4 0,8 0,8 

Fig.4.1 

channel are taken into consideration. The mean 
time of reliable operation of servicing complex 
l;1Ao is assumed to be 100 hours, while the mean 

recovery time POl = 38 min. The reliable time 

and recovery time distributions are considered 
exponential and Erlang of the third order, res
pectively. 

The same characteristics of delay time of mes
sages in case of the alternating priority dis
cipline f3 are given in Fig .4.2. 

/0 5 

B " 

6 3 

It 2 

2 I 

o /,0 -p 

Fig .4.2 
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Discipline f3 (Fig.4 . 2) results in g reat delays 

of urgent messages in peri p heral points with 
heavy t otal traffic. Therefore, the generali
zed non-preemptive priority discip l i ne 
f 31 (1=2) was considered, i.e. alternation of prio
r1ties only for the flows of the 1st and 2nd ca
tegory of urgency. (Fig.4.3). 

W,(/ 
(min) U 

12 6 

10 .] 

B 4 

6 
3 

4 2 

2 1 

0 
0,2 0,4-

Fig.4.3 

The comparison of these service disciplines by 
criterion W (4.1) shows that in this case the 
minimum value of the mean delay time is observ
ed if discipline f 11 (1:2) is employed. The nume
rical values of W for some values of ~ are 
given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 

Criterion W (in min) 

0.3 1.185 1. 222 1.179 

0.5 2.463 2.630 2.438 

0.7 5.166 5.852 5.089 

0.9 17.030 22.262 16.807 

The absolute increase in the mean delay time 
due to the limited reliability of the data trans
mission apparatus and connection channel is 
shown in Figs. 4.1 - 4.3. Table 4.2 presents the 
results of calculation of the relative increase 
in the mean delay time of messages of various 
priority when the service discipline used is 

f 1 · 
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0.1 

0.3 

0.5 

0.7 

0.9 

Table 4 . 2 

;:~;~~:;:~:~~:::: -::-~:---------] 

--:-:- ~ ----:-:-~--- ----:-:-~---- I 

-- - -----~-- - ---- - --- - ------------l 

68.5 68 .5 68. 6 1 

23.7 23. 9 2 ~.2 

14.9 

11.1 

9.1 

15.3 

11. 8 

10.2 16 . 4 I 

15.8 

13.2 

i 
When designing data transmission systems , t h e 
requirements to the apparatus reliabi lity are 
determined by the influence of the proces ses 
of refusal and recovery on the delay time. 
Fig . 4.4 illustrates the dependence of the 
mean delay time of call W on the mean time of 
reliable operation 1/ Ao and mean recovery time 
of the servicing system. 

W 
(min) 

12 

/0 
BO",in 

60",in 

8 

P=O,7 

P-O,! 

'p-O,3 

Fig.4.4 

In this example, an increase in the mean time of 
reliable operation by more than 500 hours prac
tically does not affect W irrespective of the 
organisation of the repair service. 

Since the mean value is not the only characteris
tic of the random value, to evaluate the degree 
of spread of the delay time, the dispersion and 
variation coefficient Vk (k=l!n) of the del~y . 
time were calculated, depend1ng on the re11ab1-
lity parameters of the serve device. Fig.4.5 
shows the dependence of the variation coeffi
cient of urgent i tems (k=lJ on the mean recovery 
time. The large variation coefficients poi~t to 
the need of taking into account the delay t1me 
variation when working out the requirements of 
the time of supplying information to the computing 
centre . 



(JI 
6~------,--------,--------r=~----~ 

5~----~----~~------~------~ 

4~------~~----~------+-------~ 

2~-.""c--+-~-----t-------I 

o 80 120 160:;';01 

Fig.4.5 

If the mean delay time W is limited by some 
value Wlim ' a non-dimensional value 

W=I- W Wt,m 
will serve as a criterion 
the system operation. 

(4.3) 

for the quality of 

The servicing sys~em will satisfy the giv~n 
requirements if W~O. The dependence of W on 
traffic, for different mean recovery times J3 01 ' 

is given in Fig.4.6 (Wli~= 10 min). The plots, 

corresponding to various )301' lay on the abscis

sa v~lues of possible total traffic above which 
~ exceeds the given value of Wlim . For peripheral 

w 
1,0 

0,8 

0,6 

0,4 

0,2 

0 0,2 0,4 

Fig.4.6 

Ao -const 
WJim = fO min. 

I,ofl 

points, where the total traffic exceeds the 
allowed one, emergency equipment is required. 
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All the calculations of the delay time charac
teristics were made on digital computers by 
programmes compiled by the authors. 
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